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10Abstract Learning scientists and the CSCL community have argued that knowledge con-
11struction is a process of collective thinking; a process that is simultaneously personal and
12social that requires group cognition. However, while CSCL researchers have investigated
13situated knowledge in the process of collective thinking, little work has been done to fully
14understand how different identification categories play a role in sense-making and knowledge
15construction. This research, therefore, explores in detail how individuals operationalize iden-
16tification categories when they engage in group discussions in online learning environments.
17Results demonstrate that individuals do not experience online learning through only one aspect
18of their identity. Rather, learning experiences evoke different elements of their identities that
19are used continuously and simultaneously when they collaborate with each other in the phases
20of knowledge construction.
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23

24Introduction Q3

25Learning scientists have long argued that learning is tied to context and that learning is
26simultaneously a personal and social process: a process of identifying oneself in relation to
27others in cultural worlds (Cole 1996; Holland et al. 1998). It is through this mediation between
28the self and others – between the personal and social – that identities become central for
29collaborative learning. As I discuss later, I understand identities as context-bound enactments,
30where the context enables and constrains sets of social practices (Holland et al. 1998).
31There is a growing body of research in the CSCL community examining the relationship
32between identities and knowledge in online environments (e.g., Arvaja 2012; Ke et al. 2011;
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33Ligorio et al. 2013; Suthers 2006). For example, the work cited in Ke et al. (2011) correlates
34the aggregates of identity manifestations with individual cognition in seven online courses.
35That work is valuable for indicating an overall positive relationship between identities and
36knowledge building, but it does not explain how identification is situated in and mediated by
37the discursive activity among individuals. Similarly, the work described in Ligorio et al. (2013)
38correlates the frequency of dialogic indicators (using the Bakhtinian concepts of polyphony
39and chronotope) with different identity manifestations. Ligorio et al.’s work illustrates that
40identification takes peculiar paths and twists and that individuals have unique identity trajec-
41tories. What these twists and turns of identification mean for knowledge, sense-making, and
42group work, however, remains unanswered. Arvaja’s (2012) work is a qualitative contribution
43of how identification helps individuals apply situated meanings to group work. That research
44considers group work as a process of collective thinking and uses case studies to probe how
45individuals use their personal background to make sense of their learning experiences. Arvaja’s
46work is an important step as it illustrates the ways that individuals manifest their identification
47in and by dialogue; yet, it does not explicate how identities relate to knowledge construction.
48The present work builds on the aforementioned studies, and it aims to address one
49important question that remains unanswered: what is the role of identification in knowledge
50construction when individuals engage in group work in online learning environments? If
51identities are central for collaborative learning (Holland et al. 1998; Wenger 1998), and if
52collaborative learning is all about sharing, cultivating, and constructing knowledge (Ke et al.
532011; Stahl and Hesse 2009), then it is prudent to explore the relationship between identifi-
54cation and knowledge. Within the framework of sociocultural learning theories, therefore, I
55exemplify how individuals utilize different identifications to make situated meanings, and how
56these meanings relate to knowledge construction in online group discussion. To be more
57specific, I deconstruct how individuals identify themselves in online discussions and investi-
58gate the ways by which group discussion enables meaning-making, knowledge construction,
59and shared understanding. I put the relationship between identification and knowledge con-
60struction at the centre of my analysis because if we disregard the role that different identity
61manifestations play in group work, we “not only fail to see how knowledge is situated and
62distributed in the discursive activity among different participants, but also fail to recognize
63how knowledge is mediated by the material and sociocultural aspects of situations” (Arvaja
642012, p. 86).

65Concepts, theories, and approaches

66Knowledge construction is a situated process that includes social and cognitive interactions
67ranging from simply sharing information, to negotiating meanings, to summarising and
68synthesizing new knowledge (van Aalst 2009). It is not merely an exchange of information,
69but requires coherence and convergence among participants of a learning community. The
70pedagogical benefit of learning community:

7172is not just that two minds are quantitatively better than one or that the whole has a
73Gestalt that exceeds the sum of its parts. The synergy of collaboration arises from the
74tension of different perspectives and interpretations. … A meaning is constructed at the
75unit of the group as utterances from different participants build on each other and
76achieve an evolving meaning. (Stahl 2006, p. 299) 77
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78Because knowledge is constructed precisely through negotiating personal and shared
79understandings, we should explore the role of subject positions on knowledge
80construction.
81The concept of identification can explain the link between personal perspectives and
82interpretations on the one hand and shared meanings and collective knowledge on the other.
83Indeed, sociocultural learning theories have long deemed learning as an aspect of practice-
84based identity (Lave and Wenger 1991), where knowledge is distributed through and mediated
85by the participants of a community (Gutiérrez and Rogoff 2003; Nasir et al. 2005). Such an
86understanding is particularly important as it “reconceptualizes learning from an in-the-head
87phenomenon to a matter of engagement, participation, and membership in a community”
88(Nasir and Cooks 2009, p. 42). Here, I adhere to sociocultural perspectives and argue that by
89exploring the role of identification in knowledge construction, we can enhance what we know
90about supporting and sustaining group work in online learning environments. Employing the
91concept of identification invites a discussion about the meaning of the concept, the way it
92differs from identity, and its appropriateness as a theoretical framework for exploring knowl-
93edge construction.

94Identification and its relation to knowledge construction

95The concept of identity has been at the centre of many political, philosophical, economic, and
96academic debates. For example, politically, identity refers to how various social groups
97struggle for recognition within a society and how these groups are affected by various
98institutional practices (Gramsci 2000). Philosophically, identity is associated with the question
99of whether people are uniquely human or whether they share a degree of sameness with others
100in a particular time and space (Heidegger 1962). Academically, it has been deemed vital by
101many disciplines; yet, identity means different things to different scholars from different
102disciplines. Notions of identity are as diverse as the literatures in which they are used. Fields
103as diverse as psychology, sociology, physical sciences, humanities, and philosophy offer
104discipline-specific conceptualizations and definitions of identity. Thus, the concept of identity
105has been overused in academia and its meaning is ambiguous: it may mean too much, too little,
106or nothing at all (Brubaker and Cooper 2000).
107Untangling this ambiguity is challenging. The conundrum becomes evident through a look
108at the word’s etymology. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term was appropri-
109ated from a Latin word “idem”, meaning the sameness or being identical. Yet, the concept of
110identity implies both similarity and difference and much of the debate regarding identity stems
111from the tensions between these two aspects (Buckingham 2008):

112113On the one hand, identity is something unique to each of us that we assume is more or
114less consistent (and hence the same) over time. … Yet on the other hand, identity also
115implies a relationship with a broader collective or social group of some kind.… On one
116level, I am the product of my unique personal biography. Yet who I am (or who I think I
117am) varies according to who I am with, the social situations in which I find myself, and
118the motivations I may have at the time, although I am by no means entirely free to
119choose how I am defined. (p.1)
120

121This dilemma marks the fundamental difference between essentialist and relativist ap-
122proaches to identity.
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123Essentialist perspectives typically contend that individuals have an authentic or essential self,
124assuming that individuals have relatively consistent and stable identities. Based on Erikson’s
125stages of psychosocial development (Erikson 1968), these perspectives conceptualize identity
126as resolving role-confusion and argue that identity is internally coherent. Individuals consider
127potential life choices and commit to, or invest in, particular decisions based on the stage of their
128psychological development. This understanding, however, is very normative and suggests that
129identity is a single state of integrity that one achieves over time and development. Accepting
130identity as a predefined state of self disregards the contingent nature of identity and falls short in
131providing sufficient means to understand the complex human experience (Hall 1996).
132This idealist and normative framework can be found in much online learning research,
133where individual members of a group are assimilated into a singular identity. For instance,
134when research argues that “online courses benefit a wide variety of students, but perhaps none
135more dramatically than nontraditional female students” (Sullivan 2001, p. 817), it not only
136suggests that there are sufficient commonalities among “non traditional female students” to
137allow this analysis to be made, but also implies that there is a predefined way to be a female in
138online learning environments. The underlying theoretical assumption is that gender categories
139are fixed, and that they themselves are meaningful for explaining certain online learning
140experiences. Similarly, when researchers suggest that African American students have a
141significantly weaker sense of community compared to their White American peers in an
142online course (Rovai and Ponton 2005), it implies that the category of race itself is sufficiently
143meaningful to inform the understanding of different societal factors that might contribute to a
144sense of belonging. As it would be a mistake to suggest that White Americans are more
145friendly or open for communication than African Americans, it seems clear that race alone
146cannot explain this apparent finding. Similar online learning studies making such claims
147include but are not limited to: a cross-cultural study of social interaction behaviours among
148Korean, American, and Finnish students (Kim and Bonk 2006); a quantitative comparison of
149online learning experience between US and non-US students (Bently and Tinney 2003); an
150examination of online success contingent on individuals’ cultural background (Mills et al.
1512005); and an investigation of pedagogical differences between Chinese and Western students
152(Ku et al. 2004). To be clear, my concern here is not that these categories may in some cases
153may have explanatory power, but that we cannot assume that individuals will choose to enact
154these particular identities in particular situations and at particular times.
155Relativist perspectives suggest that identity is something people enact or perform as
156opposed to something people have. Individuals assume and enact identities based on available
157material and symbolic resources, and one’s identity depends on the process of classifying,
158labelling, or linking individuals in relation to one another. Identities are situated in and
159bounded by sociocultural dynamics that exist in any given community (Jenkins 2008), and
160they are enacted “on the back of a recognition of some common origin or shared characteristics
161with another person or group” (Hall 1996, p. 2). Precisely because identities are enacted or
162performed, many scholars have argued that identification can be useful in understanding the
163personal and social aspects of symbolic boundaries (Brubaker and Cooper 2000). Thus,
164identification can explain:

165166how people categorize or label themselves and others, how they identify as members of
167particular groups; how a sense of group belonging or community is developed and
168maintained, and how groups discriminate against outsiders; how the boundaries between
169groups operate, and how groups relate to each other (Buckingham 2008, pp. 5–6) 170
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171Operating at both social and individual levels, identification is an on-going interplay
172between social context and personal enactments.
173By and large, sociocultural learning theories typify relativist perspectives and this influence
174is evident in much learning sciences research. For example, research has argued that identities
175are enactments within figured worlds, where individuals’ practices are constrained or enabled
176by a set of social norms in these worlds (Holland et al. 1998; Lave and Wenger 1991; Nasir
177and Cooks 2009; Nasir et al. 2005). If identities are particular enactments in a given context,
178how then, can we understand the role identifications play in knowledge construction?

179Knowledge construction and its relation to identification

180Despite the never-ending debate on its meaning, knowledge can be defined as theoretical or
181practical understanding of facts, information, and skills that are implicitly or explicitly acquired
182through perception, experience, or education. Since “views of education and the development
183of knowledge depend on assumptions about the nature of knowledge itself” (Atwood et al.
1842010, p. 358), I shall briefly demonstrate how the paradigm shifts of knowledge are reminis-
185cent in current pedagogical theories and practices including those of CSCL.
186Philosophically, the Western school of thought since the time of Plato has focused on the a
187priori or a posteriori nature of knowledge and its relation to the notions of truth, belief,
188experience, and justification. Descartes scrutinised the role of the objective world and subjec-
189tive consciousness in the process of knowing and thus epistemologically separated the subject
190and the object of knowledge (Kuhn 1970). This separation is known as the “Cartesian Divide”
191and it can be found in many disciplines and research domains, including behaviourism, which
192laid the foundations of educational thought in its early days. The reunion of the subject and the
193object of knowledge came with the paradigm shift of post-modernism, where knowledge is not
194only bounded by a time/space scale but also framed as a meta-narrative that implicitly defines
195our ways of being (Lyotard 1984). These different understandings of knowledge led to
196different conceptualisations of knowing: scepticism – that knowledge is impossible, dogma-
197tism – that knowledge is possible and absolute, and relativism – that knowledge is possible but
198has no objective significance.
199Pedagogically, scholars have focused on the relationship between knowledge and
200learning, and have suggested numerous pedagogical approaches for acquiring, utilising,
201cultivating, and sharing knowledge. Early educational theories equated learning with
202acquiring knowledge (the Cartesian Divide that knowledge is separate from students, and
203that it can be learned through stimuli-response instructions), and “focus[ed] on the mind
204of the individual student as the unit of analysis when looking for instructional outcomes,
205learning, meaning-making or cognition” (Stahl 2005, p. 79). In reaction to this behav-
206iourist stimuli-response approach, learning scientists have created more nuanced ac-
207counts to conceptualise and address knowledge, collaboration, and learning as
208relational and situated phenomena (Bereiter 2002; Koschmann 1996; Pea 1993;
209Salomon 1993). The paradigm of CSCL is built on these relativist accounts and accepts
210knowledge as “socially constructed through collaborative efforts toward shared objec-
211tives or by dialogues and challenges brought about by differences in persons’ perspec-
212tive” (Pea 1993, p. 48). As knowledge is socially constructed, and meaning-making or
213knowledge building cannot be attributed to individual group members (Stahl 2005),
214knowledge construction is not so much about the mind of an individual student as it is
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215about group work. Indeed, group work and the context in which group work occurs are at
216the centre of CSCL work concerning knowledge construction.
217Knowledge construction is defined as a set of social and cognitive engagements that
218advances the state of knowledge within a community through discourse (Scardamalia and
219Bereiter 1994). In other words, knowledge construction is group work, whereby participants
220share, utilise, cultivate, negotiate, and critique knowledge (Stahl and Hesse 2009) while
221generating “qualitative changes in the complexity of [their] thinking about and conceptuali-
222zation of context-specific subject matter” (Moore, 2002 as cited in van Aalst 2009, p. 261).
223Because “the thinking of each individual is inevitably influenced by the thinking of the other
224members taking part in discussion” (Gunawardena et al. 1997, p. 409), construction of
225knowledge is interdependent on individuals’ knowledge. At the heart of this interdependency
226is the concept called inter-subjective meaning making; a process of collaborative meaning
227making in its context (Koschmann 1996). Yet, context cannot be predefined nor can it be
228understood merely as the physical or virtual environment in which collaboration occurs. It is
229instead a perceptual space that is dialogically constructed, where material realities of the social,
230historical, economical, and political discourses intersect (Bakhtin 1986; Cole 1996). As I have
231argued elsewhere, context, particularly the online context is something participants co-create as
232they socialise themselves with others in the activity (Oztok 2013). Thus, in order to capture the
233nature of knowledge construction, we need to understand the situational dynamics of group
234work and address “collaborative knowledge construction as a temporally evolving context-
235bound phenomenon” (Arvaja et al. 2007, p. 449). It is only then that we can frame context as a
236dialogical construction and study it as an ongoing manifestation of sociocultural dynamics in
237group work.
238The appreciation of context has been core to learning sciences research since its early days
239(see, for example, Jordan and Henderson 1995; Pea 1993), and the research exploring the
240dialogical construction of context continues to grow. For example, the research described in
241Atwood et al.’s (2010) study explores the dialogical construction of inter-subjective meaning
242through the co-construction of discourse – defined as exploratory, cumulative, and
243disputational talk. It posits that when students engage in disputational talk, particularly
244cooperative forms of talk, they can develop a mutual understanding for each other. Despite
245the rather open-ended definition of cooperative talk (i.e. offering points of view, asking
246questions, gently challenging), Atwood et al.’s study provides evidence that discourse is
247fundamental for co-constructing the context and that inter-subjective meaning making requires
248coherence and convergence among participants. Engle’s (2006) work tackles the ways of
249constructing a discourse that can be coherent to its community of learners. It focuses on the
250ways in which promoting context as the intersection of personal interests, professional
251experience, and past knowledge can help students to draw from their own experiences when
252they make sense of the subject matter. According to that work, students’ prior knowledge and
253experiences become means for constructing a situated context in which students build on
254others’ knowledge to advance their own understanding. While knowledge construction is not
255the specific focus in Engle’s work, it does demonstrate that students’ sense of self creates the
256social fabric for inter-subjective meaning making. Similarly, the work described in Arvaja’s
257(2012) study investigates how personal and shared resources – defined as semiotic, material,
258social, cognitive, and cultural resources – can create the social fabric; personal and shared
259resources function as inter-contextual and inter-textual ties in joint activities. These ties provide
260opportunities for students to develop a “collective criticism” (p. 104), which guides and frames
261inter-subjective meaning making. Inter-contextual and inter-textual ties, then, indicate the
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262temporal and intertwined nature of the context. Research in Tee and Karney’s (2010) work
263further probes the intertwined nature of the context, asserting that individuals’ learning
264becomes distinctive when they have an opportunity to read their classmates’ real-life experi-
265ences. It suggests that academic content knowledge alone is not enough for knowledge
266construction; thus, the context should provide opportunities for students to draw from their
267prior knowledge and apply the concepts they learn to their profession.
268Taken together, this research argues that knowledge is not an absolute end but rather an
269iterative process of negotiation and discussion: knowledge is distributed among individuals
270and it is bounded within, affected by, and developed from social interactions over time.
271Consequently, knowledge construction is about dialogical construction of context, in which
272knowledge can be utilised, shared, and cultivated. It is this temporal and situated nature of the
273context that makes identification particularly important for knowledge construction. Identifi-
274cation creates the social fabric of the context, and thus the social fabric of inter-subjective
275meaning-making, by helping individuals situate knowledge in its context and create a link
276between personal mind and collective meaning. As I have argued elsewhere, articulating who
277they are and knowing who their peers are, individuals can have better opportunities to situate
278themselves in relation to others, as well as situate knowledge in its context (Oztok et al. 2013).

279Identification and knowledge construction in the CSCL context

280Currently, the vast majority of online courses employ asynchronous threaded discussions for
281reflecting on and reacting to insights and perspectives. A thread is a “hierarchically organized
282collection of notes in which all notes but one (the note that started the thread) are written as
283‘replies’ to earlier notes” (Hewitt 2005, p. 568). Generally, a weekly discussion comprises
284multiple threads, though it is not uncommon for a weekly discussion to revolve around just a
285single thread. As the main social and cognitive tools for communicating knowledge and
286negotiating identifications, threads “on the one hand provide a means to improve conceptual
287artifacts together, and on the other hand, provide a permanent way of representing them, where
288the students recognize their own understanding in others’ postings” (Arvaja 2012, p. 105).
289This shared repertoire of insights and perspectives, then, becomes collective knowledge that
290helps individuals develop situated meanings in group discussions. Precisely because threads
291are developed while individuals negotiate a shared repertoire, their analysis can reveal much
292about the process of collaboration and knowledge construction. In a sense, a thread can be
293accepted as a micro-context in itself with its own unique sociocultural dynamics. Consequent-
294ly, if we are to understand knowledge construction in online group work, we should address
295threads as a temporal construction of context.
296I suggest that employing identification as a theoretical lens to analyse online discussions
297can provide means to understand how individuals perceive themselves in relation to others
298when they engage in group work. I follow sociocultural learning theories and argue that
299depending on the context, individuals choose to use different identifications through which
300they articulate their previous experiences while they make sense of new subject matter.
301Identification, in this sense, reflects sets of meanings derived from agreements or disagree-
302ments that occur in the process of group work.
303For the purpose of data analysis, and for the rest of the discussion, I regard identification as
304means by which individuals articulate themselves in group work and as enactments that
305individuals perform when they engage with each other.
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306Current research

307This study explores the role of identification traits (i.e. gender, profession, group affinity, or
308ethnicity) in the process of knowledge construction through multiple case studies (Creswell
3092006). I regard a case study as a procedure of inquiry, an in-depth exploration of a certain event
310in a given context (Merriam 2009). Therefore, I use three purposefully selected cases in order
311to illustrate three different ways in which identifications play a role in knowledge construction:
312the first case shows that different individuals can utilise different identifications, the second
313case shows that individuals can enact more than one identification in a single thread, and the
314third case shows that categories of identification (e.g. gender or ethnicity) can mean different
315things to different individuals. While each case presented here suggests an alternative concep-
316tualisation to the aforementioned normative perspectives, taken together, these cases posit that
317the relationship of identification to knowledge is situated in its social context.
318In order to illustrate the variety of identification traits individuals manifest, a research team
319(the author and his two colleagues) analysed the participants’ profile pages (personal pages in
320which students create their online existence by introducing themselves with their own words
321and a picture or avatar) and created an online persona for each participant to materialise the
322salient identification traits. The research team paid considerable attention to choosing individ-
323uals who use a variety of identities and selected four individuals who maximize the exploration
324of the phenomenon (personas are explained in detail below). After the online personas were
325selected, threads with knowledge construction were identified using the model in
326Gunawardena et al. (1997) (explained in detail below). In order to capture knowledge
327construction, notes in threads were coded as to whether they were new ideas (Phase 1),
328modifications of existing ideas (Phase 2–4), or metacognitive statements (Phase 5). Knowl-
329edge building is said to be observed when those metacognitive statements advanced the
330collective knowledge. In particular, each of the three members of the research team indepen-
331dently analysed all of the notes. Then, we came together and, for each note on which we
332disagreed, we discussed until consensus was reached. The research team then analysed the
333notes in these threads semantically (Fairclough 2001) with three different lenses: (1) the use of
334identification, (2) the process of knowledge construction, and (3) the relationship between the
335two.
336The use of identification is analysed simply with probing “who says what” (Fairclough
3372001) in language-in-use. The analysis of language-in-use reveals how identification traits are
338manifest in ways of saying, doing, and being:

339340If I say anything to you, you cannot really understand it fully if you do not know what I
341am trying to do and who I am trying to be by saying it. To understand anything fully, you
342need to knowwho is saying it andwhat the person saying it is trying to do. (Gee 2011, p. 2)
343

344Since the language-in-use is linked with the role that identification traits play in mediating
345experiences among individuals, “who says what” is critical for understanding the otherwise
346hidden intersections between identification, situated meaning-making, and knowledge con-
347struction in online learning environments.
348The process of knowledge construction is analysed through an “interaction analysis model”,
349as explained in Gunawardena et al. (1997). The interaction analysis model is grounded in
350sociocultural learning theories and it is specifically developed for analysing asynchronous
351threaded discussions as a process of negotiation (Wise and Chiu 2011). In particular, the model
352conceptualizes knowledge construction as a group discussion, whereby the process of social
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353negotiations advance the collective knowledge of the group itself (Table 1). While not strictly
354sequential, the interaction analysis model suggests five phases for knowledge construction: 1)
355sharing and comparing of information, 2) discovery and exploration of dissonance or incon-
356sistency among participants, 3) negotiation of meaning of knowledge co-construction, 4)
357testing and modification, and 5) phrasing of agreement and applications of newly constructed
358meaning. According to this model, interactions begin by sharing and elaborating ideas (Phase
3591), leading individuals to identify potential conflicts (Phase 2). Individuals build on these
360conflicts by negotiating meanings and perspectives (Phase 3); then, they revise their ideas and
361perceptions (Phase 4), and apply their new knowledge (Phase 5).
362Surely, the phases suggested in this model can be rather arbitrary compared to the messiness
363of interaction (Gunawardena et al. 1997); nevertheless, the rather sequential relationship
364among the phases is a straightforward way to represent the dynamics of collaborative
365knowledge construction (Wise and Chiu 2011).

366Research site

367Data were collected from a fully online graduate-level education course offered at a large
368North American research university. Typically, these graduate courses have students from
369diverse historical and cultural backgrounds, from different geographical locations, and of
370various ages and professions. The course comprised 12 modules, each corresponding to
3711 week, in which students discussed weekly readings. Students were asked to introduce
372themselves (create their profile pages) and meet with their peers (read and comment on others’

t1:1 Table 1Q4 Interaction analysis model

t1:2 Phases Description Example

t1:3 1 Sharing
Information

Statements of observation, opinion,
agreement, clarification, example or
problem definition etc.

“I agree that students’ pre-existing ideas are
important to consider. There is empirical
support for this in the misconceptions
literature.”

t1:4 2 Exploring
Dissonance

Identification of areas of disagreement;
clarification of source and extent of
disagreement; providing support for one’s
ideas in the face of counterarguments.

“I think what we are disagreeing about here is
not whether we should assess learning but
how to design assessments to drive positive
learning experiences.”

t1:5 3 Negotiating
Meaning

Identification of areas of agreement across
conflicting ideas; clarification of meanings
of terms; proposal and negotiation of
integrating metaphors and compromise
statements.

“I think that if we take an ‘expert’ as
someone who sees the deep structure of a
discipline, then we can all agree that more
than rote memorization is needed.”

t1:6 4 Testing and
Modifying

Testing the proposed synthesis against
“received facts,” cognitive schema,
personal experience, collected data, and
expert testimonies.

“We agreed that peer-interaction is important
for learning, but what about all the
research on self-study and individual
tutoring systems?”

t1:7 5 Agreeing and
Applying

Summarization of agreement(s); application
of new knowledge; metacognitive
statements of changes in knowledge or
ways of thinking.

“I think our discussion has shown that it is
not just the learning materials that matter,
but how they are used. I guess the next
question is how to help students use
materials well…”

Based on (Gunawardena et al. 1997), adapted from (Wise and Chiu 2011)
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373profile pages) in the first week and submit their final paper in the last week. In each module,
374one or two students acted as moderators: they facilitated discussion throughout the week, kept
375discussions on track, and offered a summary of the week’s issues; they provided opportunities
376for sustained discourse, increased interaction, and rich discussions (Zingaro 2012). The online
377discussion occurred asynchronously; the environment does allow synchronous communication
378through instant messaging, but such activity was not mandatory (nor was it a major commu-
379nication tool) in this course. Fourteen students enrolled in the course and worked together as a
380single group throughout.
381It is important to articulate the pedagogical context in which data are collected. The course,
382Theories and Frameworks for Online Education, was described as an interdisciplinary course
383engaging with scholarly debate surrounding collaborative learning, sociocultural learning
384theories, human-centered design, knowledge-media technologies, and the educational appli-
385cations of social media. The content of the course comprised basic concepts in, frameworks
386for, and approaches to the cultural ways of learning, aiming to teach how social media
387practices reshape online education with respect to two interweaving themes: (1) philosophies
388of technology and (2) sociocultural learning. In many modules, readings offered contradicting
389arguments from both ends of the spectrum; not only providing students with a wide range of
390ideas to support their explanations, but also encouraging them to acknowledge alternative
391perspectives – though this was not always the case. In addition to the questions posed by the
392student-moderators (aforementioned), students were asked to critique the readings by drawing
393from their previous experiences of teaching or learning collaboratively.
394It is also important to note that I was not the instructor in this course. The instructor had
395many years of experience teaching online and I closely worked with her revising the syllabus
396to encourage students not to take any claims about cultural ways of learning for granted but
397challenge these perspectives by providing concrete examples from their own experiences of
398teaching and learning. I never interacted with the students; nevertheless, the students were
399notified about the research and my presence in the online environment.

400Epistemological frameworks

401Researchers continuously make decisions about finding the most appropriate ways of
402collecting, interpreting, and presenting data within the given circumstances (Fine 1993;
403Maxwell 2004). Decisions made in this research were constantly reinterpreted and renegotiated
404by the research team with respect to the overarching goal of capturing and reflecting the
405validity of the constructed reality. As I have discussed elsewhere (Oztok 2016), my under-
406standing of validity is informed by the epistemological and methodological perspectives I
407follow: I accept validity as the accuracy and truthfulness of research in its attempt to define and
408describe the events. Socioculturally informed research has been distinctively employing
409contextual, dialogic, or self-reflexive validity (Charmaz 2005), and I continue this approach
410to “facilitate empirical inquiry into social reality in a way that takes into account that the reality
411is shot through with a mosaic of different realities and that our research is part of the processes
412forming this social mosaic” (Saukko 2005, p. 354). Data I present, then, are part of the social
413mosaic I (along with my research team) formed by triangulating different social realities.
414Furthermore, when creating the social mosaic, the research team also followed Gunawardena
415et al.’s (1997) lead during the moments of conflict, which were inevitable due to the subjective
416nature of discourse analysis: “1) Was knowledge constructed within the group by a process of
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417social negotiation? and 2) Did individual participants change their understanding or create new
418personal constructions of knowledge as a result of interactions within the group?” (p.412).
419Understanding one’s experience in the online context is an epistemologically and method-
420ologically challenging task (Baym 2009; Sterne 1999) since the online environment as a
421research context aggravates the challenges of doing good enough research (Hine 2000). A
422cartoon published by the New Yorker magazine in 1993 illustrates the difficulties associated
423with doing online research. The cartoon features two dogs, one sitting on a chair in front of a
424computer, speaking to a second dog sitting on the floor: “On the Internet, nobody knows you
425are a dog”. There are many ways to interpret the message of this cartoon. For example, while it
426may refer to the relative anonymity of individuals on the Internet, it may also mean that one
427can bend his or her identity, pretending to be someone else. In general, the cartoon symbolizes
428the understanding that identification and online experience – or even dogness – needs to be
429contextualized with respect to the broader sociocultural context. I further continue the analogy
430in the cartoon and examine how individuals bring in, draw from, and relate to their offline
431identities in order to contextualize identity manifestations in online contexts. By so doing, I do
432not conceptualize online and offline contexts in dichotomy nor do I privilege offline identities
433over online identities; rather, I accept that online and offline contexts are in flux (Oztok and
434Brett 2011) and identity manifestations are constituted through a mediation between the
435material and symbolic realities of both contexts (Oztok 2013).

436Findings

437Online personas

438Before I present the three cases, I shall introduce the four selected individuals who are analysed
439in detail in those three cases. Meet Judith, Manu, Chun-Li, and Ken.

440Judith
441Judith is a part-time PhD student. She identifies herself as Canadian and lives in Seoul
442with her daughter, where she works as an English lecturer at a Korean university. Her
443profile page saliently conveys her teacher identity:

444445I’ve been teaching English as a second language for the past 6 years. I have a lot of
446empathy which I find really helpful in my teaching practice, particularly with Second
447Language Learners where language anxiety can be a huge barrier to learning. I believe
448that online communication can be really helpful in overcoming this anxiety - one of the
449reasons I need to get more comfortable with implementing these kinds of approaches in
450my classroom.
451

452She also underscores her international work experience in her profile page: “I have had the
453opportunity to work in Tibet, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, and Pakistan. I’m in Korea this year living
454at a temple and teaching English to Buddhist nuns”. Judith calls herself a “political-activist”
455and explains that “this is the reason why [she] live(s) abroad”. She says she wants to help
456people and learn about them at the same time rather than just read about different cultures. She
457is interested in critical pedagogy and hopes to use such critical perspectives in her dissertation.
458She says her life is interesting but challenging, particularly for a single mom traveling around
459the world with her daughter. She shares her pictures with her daughter in her profile page.
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460Manu
461Manu is a part-time PhD student and identifies herself as Caribbean-Canadian. She has
462a big smile in her profile picture and her big, dark brown eyes look into the camera. She
463describes herself as tenacious and adds that some might call her even stubborn. Manu
464says she likes being able to help people, whether it’s editing a paper or helping a friend
465prepare class activities. Manu’s profile page conveys the message that she is a good
466student and she is “there” when her peers need her. She is also a preschool teacher and a
467busy mother:

468469I run and work at a Montessori School in [a suburban neighborhood]. I still teach to
470Lower Elementary kids. I have three children and I changed my career to become a
471teacher because I love children. In my spare time – if I have any – I like learning new
472languages.
473

474She decided to represent herself as a hard worker, both in her personal and professional life.
475Her profile conveys the message that she is not only a good student and a good friend but also
476a dedicated teacher and a loving mother.
477Chun-Li
478Chun-Li is from China. She identifies herself as “an international person”: she
479currently resides in Canada but she worked in the United States and studied in
480UK, where she obtained her master’s degree and also taught English as a Second
481Language (ESL) courses. She says she has been to all of the continents, except
482Antarctica. Her profile page contains some pictures of her travels, each of which
483is labeled with the name of the continent on which it is taken. Chun-Li is a full-
484time PhD student and interested in the educational use of digital media. She says
485she wants to know more about teaching and learning in online environments and
486this is why she is taking this course. She wants to “experience online education”.
487Chun-Li explains that she wants to stay in academia as a lecturer and teach ESL
488courses at different universities as she does not feel ready to settle down
489anywhere yet. She also identifies herself as an artist interested in calligraphy.
490Ken
491Ken is a full-time PhD student and identifies himself as British. He calls himself an
492“economic migrant”, having lived in many different places in Asia and taught EFL for
49316 years to make money. He is currently working as a lecturer in another department. He
494is interested in using social network sites for teaching and learning:

495496I have been trying to integrate social media into blended EFL and EAP courses.
497I use twitter, facebook, LinkedIn and academia.edu as my personal learning
498network (PLN) and encourage my students to cultivate their own PLNs. I am
499looking forward to enhancing my understanding of using social networking in
500online learning.
501

502Ken is 6 years old in his profile picture, and he explains that the picture is a
503reminder that he is back to school. This is his first online course and he is “still
504adjusting to being a full-time student but [he] love[s] learning and ready to study as
505hard as [he] can”. He says animals are his passion and he and his wife volunteer at a
506local animal shelter. Ken’s profile page includes aspects of both a teacher and a
507student. His online self conveys the image that he is an experienced teacher and a
508hard-working student who is also dedicated to his personal interests.
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509Identity manifestations and knowledge construction in online learning
510environments

511Here, I present the three cases. Please note that in the excerpts below, I do not consider the
512quality of rigour or pedagogical value of discussion with respect to the aims and goals of the
513course, nor do I judge whether individuals’ opinions are appropriate or whether they are
514somehow right or wrong. My sole goal is to explicate the ways in which identifications are
515enacted and how these enactments interact with knowledge construction.

516Case 1: different individuals, different identifications

517This week, the class discussed the educational use of web 2.0 and social media. The
518student-moderators initiated the discussion by asking whether social media applications can
519fulfil their promise or they are yet another tool that has failed to live up to the hype. The
520discussion took place in two threads, whereby in the first thread students discussed their
521experiences of using social media in teaching/learning while in the second they discussed
522“good examples” provided by one of the weekly readings. Nine students participated the
523discussion and produced 26 notes in the first thread whereas all 14 students joined the
524discussion in the second thread and produced 75 notes. Excerpts provided below are from
525the first thread; no instance of knowledge construction is identified in the second thread despite
526the large number of notes.
527Judith was quick to join the discussion. Only two of her peers exchanged their ideas
528thus far, producing notes at the level of phase1: they were sharing their initial ideas and
529comparing understandings. Judith posted the seventh note. The choice of identification is
530virtually limitless, yet Judith enacted her “political-activist” identity. She drew attention
531to political issues as she deconstructed the social and political aspects of using digital
532media in schools:

533534Thank you [anonymous student 2] for bringing social media and online culture to the
535table. I agree with you that Hofstede’s attempt is downright wrong. Social media has
536made the culture exchange so simple and frequent that different cultures are blending
537together like never before. Culture itself is unlike what Hofstede says shaped by the
538influence of social media. …
539540… Of course, this all makes me think about the power exercised by governments and
541politicians. What we can know is shaped by certain ideologies and we cannot compre-
542hend this because we are part of this very same ideology. And by saying this, I don’t
543only mean dictatorships like China or North Korea, I also refer to “democracies” like the
544US and Canada. We can only hope to benefit from the use of social media in schools. So,
545hopefully 1 day the online culture, as [anonymous student 2] mentions, will free us too.
546… I think the readings don’t take into account how knowledge in social media can be
547manipulative. I am looking for other peer reviewed journals discussing these
548perspectives.
549

550Judith’s note starts with what Gunawardena et al. (1997) identify as “Phase 1: sharing
551information” in their interaction analysis model. Then, with the second paragraph, Judith
552challenged the perspectives offered in weekly readings by articulating her concerns about the
553tyranny that social media creates and invited her peers to consider the motives behind the
554knowledge produced in social media (Phase 3).
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555Judith’s rather controversial criticism of social media radically altered the focus and the
556mode of the discussion. In response to this note, Chun-Li enacted her teacher identity to make
557sense of the assigned readings. She embedded her disagreement with Judith in her teaching
558experience and explained how she benefited from using social media with her students. Chun-
559Li’s attempts to identify and clarify her disagreement typifies Phase 2: exploring dissonance.
560According to Chun-Li, students should be encouraged to use such technologies since they are
561particularly useful for vocabulary learning (Phase 3). She further elaborated on her disagree-
562ment with Judith based on her own experience of using social media:

563564… For example, in traditional Chinese culture, power differences can be large. I was
565brought up in this culture, where juniors are expected to respect, even obey orders from
566seniors. This culture are [sic] undergoing noticeable re-shaping when a chat program
567like a mobile version of Facebook equivalent is widely adopted in China in recent years.
568Power dominance are [sic] reduced when juniors are provided with tools to speak up
569equally. Judith, I see what you mean and we should keep fighting breaking down this
570cultural dominance.
571

572It is through her personal experience that Chun-Li was able to take a different approach to
573the notion of power and looked for reconciliation with Judith’s perspectives on social media
574(Phase 3). In other words, it is through her disagreement that Chun-Li was negotiating her
575ideas and looking for areas of agreement. Other students joined the discussion and supported
576Chun-Li’s perspective. For example, a student wrote:

577578Chun-Li, I totally agree with you. I have a friend who I talk with through social media.
579Face to face he is extremely shy so we do not chat as freely as we do online. Technology
580has indeed ‘transformed’ our relationship.… I think that this would also be the case for
581shy online learners, they have more of a chance to (or are more likely to?) voice their
582opinions without the social barriers that they have face to face. It could be liberating in
583other cases too, not only in Chinese context.
584

585Ken directly responded to Chun-Li’s note and raised a different kind of concern regarding
586the educational use of social network sites; that is, the issues regarding privacy and security.
587Drawing from his teaching experience and based on the assigned readings, Ken summarized:

588589Judith, Chun-Li, [anonymous student 3], it’s valuable for us to disagree with each other’s
590views so discussion can continue. But I am not going to agree or disagree because I want
591to point out something that we all should be careful as teachers. I thought my students
592could interact with each other on Facebook, beyond the classroom walls. But, it was too
593open, it wasn’t safe enough. I certainly felt some of my students were uncomfortable
594sharing personal information. There must be a balance and it is our duty as teachers to
595find it. Judith, yes, I see your point but in my experience I am concerned with more
596practical issues.
597

598Ken enacted his teacher identity and introduced a new perspective regarding the educational
599use of social network sites. His proposition regressed the knowledge construction back to
600Phase 1: sharing information and exploring ideas. Discussion can regress when “segments
601[are] dominated by lower [knowledge construction] phases than the previous segment” (Wise
602and Chiu 2011, p. 449). Regression can be a good strategy when students search for points of
603agreement or compromise. Indeed, returning back to Phase 1 enabled Ken to search for areas
604of agreement across conflicting ideas. He did not necessarily disagree with or oppose the ideas
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605articulated in previous notes; rather, he negotiated his particular concerns regarding the
606educational use of social media (Phase 3).
607After Judith’s radical criticism of social media, the discussion became that of exploring
608disagreements and searching for points of agreement. Put differently, the discussion progressed
609and regressed between phases 1 and 3. Judith returned back to the discussion and agreed with
610Ken’s concerns of her note. She provided an example from her experience and provided a
611point of dissonance (Phase 2):

612613Ken, I can see where you are coming from. Last semester I tried using Facebook. I asked
614my students to interact with each other in English. But guess what? They didn’t want to
615write in English because they worried about making grammatical mistakes. Aren’t we all
616do anyway? :) … They said Facebook is not “safe” to communicate in English because
617everybody can see their mistakes. Isn’t it a very interesting way to think of safety? I
618think we all are worried about safety but what safety means differs from individual to
619individual. What do you think?
620

621While Judith enacted her teacher identity in her response to Ken’s ideas, she re-enacted her
622political-activist identity and referred back to her concerns regarding political aspects of using
623digital media. She continued:

624625I am not disregarding my students’ point of view. I understand them, it is for sure an
626issue of safety in terms of social security or personal satisfaction. … My concerns for
627safety are not less valid or less important, neither are theirs. And this was my point. Why
628would they worry about making mistakes to begin with? They are learning English and
629they are supposed to make mistakes, learn from their mistakes. Why would they feel
630insecure? It is because the idea that everybody should read/write English like a native
631speaker. And this is partly what I meant. So, don’t you think we all described the same
632thing albeit with different words?
633

634Judith’s last sentence is a rhetorical question that synthesised the points of disagreements
635into a point of agreement. With proposing an agreement, Judith progressed the discussion to
636Phase 4: testing and modifying.
637Manu responded to Judith’s last note, enacting her ethnic identity:

638639No one should underestimate the role of general belief systems by any means. As a
640Caribbean-Canadian, I feel your students Judith. Even now, I am freaking out as I am
641typing this. [Anonymous student 5], have you read any Caribbean jokes on social
642media? I am freaking out about making mistakes, freaking out that I am not going to
643be judged or labeled as not-Canadian. You know what I mean? In a class of multi-
644national students, a good understanding of ‘equitable and just world’ is definitely mush
645[sic much] needed. It requires a completely different and more comprehensive approach.
646… Yes, it is about security but it is about ideology at the same time. We desperately need
647a more democratic dialogue, where cultures are represented in curricula, not only in
648terms of how they are different or deficient.… Yes, it gives me voice and I can join the
649discussion but it is not the whole story. I agree with Judith that it is ideological, it is
650about power structures.
651

652In the excerpt above, Manu drew from Judith’s comments regarding safety. She shared her
653opinions about how general belief systems affect the image of Caribbeans in social media
654(Phase 1). She discussed how teachers’ and other students’ ideas and opinions about Caribbean
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655people are shaped by such images. Manu rephrased Judith’s ideas based on her experience,
656concluding that safety should be considered in relation to power structures (Phase 5).
657Judith built on Manu’s experience and provided her own experience: she exemplified how
658people from Middle East appear in Canadian media and how Western people appear in Far-
659East Asian media. She further provided her opinion about how mainstream media influence
660both public opinion and public policies regarding schooling and education (Phase 5). Chun-Li
661agreed with both Judith’s and Manu’s opinions and, enacting her national identity, she
662extended the discussion by her understanding:

663664… I experience this, I am being stereotyped. There is this understanding that I have to be
665a certain person. They stereotypify [sic] me depending on what they think of me. They
666start guessing by looking at my face, by looking at my name. … You are already
667defined; your role is already defined for you and you play it and get along with people.
668

669She, then, suggested a completely new perspective to consider:

670671I agree with you all that education and social media play a significant role in instilling
672the deterministic view of cultural traits and supporting the deficit theory. Manu, Judith,
673your comments about how education and mass media and social media stereotype
674people and cultures resonate with me. I think this is how neo-colonization is facilitated.
675We can all agree that stereotyping is unhelpful and puts the learner (and teacher) at a
676disadvantage.
677

678For Chun-Li, stereotyping individuals or cultural groups in social media may be related to
679neo-colonialism (Phase 5). Ken supported Chun-Li’s comments on neo-colonialism but
680questioned whether this problem is specific to digital media or whether it is a general concern
681about the “world we live in”. Ken, enacting his ethnic/national identity, explained that he was
682being stereotyped as a regular white man when he was living in South Asia (Phase 5).
683According to him, since the advantages of social media are evident and the social media is
684here to stay, the question should be how to use digital media without marginalizing cultural
685groups (Phase 5). Another student agreed with Ken as she was providing her example of being
686stereotyped as White female (Phase 5).
687In this case, individuals made sense of the subject matter with respect to their identities; that
688is, identities provided situated meanings by which knowledge was co-constructed. The role
689that identities play in this process is particularly evident when the outcome of this group
690discussion is considered in relation to the week’s readings: the assigned readings did not
691concern critical perspectives on social media, but the knowledge constructed by these students
692was highly critical of the educational value of social media. Judith’s political-activist identity
693played an important role in this outcome. Judith initiated the discussion by introducing such
694critical perspectives and, despite Chun-Li’s counterarguments, articulated her opinions and
695directed her peers’ attention to issues surrounding cultural beliefs and social media.

696Case 2: same individuals, multiple identifications

697This week, the topic was teaching and learning in hybrid and blended courses with
698Computer-Mediated-Communication (CMC). The student-moderators started four threads,
699each of whose starter questions focused on a different aspect of teaching and learning with
700CMC. All 14 students participated in the discussion and engaged in lively discussions,
701producing relatively equal amounts of notes in each thread. Instances of knowledge
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702construction are identified in all threads; however, only the third thread typifies the ways that
703individuals can utilize different identities at different phases of knowledge construction. In the
704first and second threads, discussion revolved around the learning theories, and thus the impact
705of identification remained minimal. The fourth thread was concerned with the issue of access
706to technology; precisely, with the issue of unequal distribution of technologies across schools.
707Despite the profound role cultural backgrounds and identification played in this thread, it was
708not selected as a case since not all four personas enacted different identifications at different
709phases of knowledge construction nor did all of them take an active role in the development of
710this thread. The excerpts below are from the third thread as it typifies the case best.
711The thread comprised 33 notes, focusing on types of electronic communication. The meta-
712data indicates that the discussion progressed slowly compared to the other threads; however, it
713became the centre of attention towards the end of the week. The discussion began in a sharing-
714information mode: the first 11 notes went back and forth between Phase 1 and Phase 2,
715suggesting that students tried to develop their understanding before critically engaging with
716others. Ken posted the twelfth note, where he enacted three different identities in a single note:

717718… As a student, I would much prefer asynchronous interaction because I need time to
719think. As a teacher, I think having synchronous interaction is important. There is an
720energy and flow about synchronous communication that really helps students. As a
721researcher, I think we need to account for differences and styles and therefore we cannot
722really say one is better than the other. They are just different formats that teachers must
723utilize in order to accommodate as much differences in the learning group as possible.
724

725Continuing the focus on Phase 1 and 2, Ken shared his opinion regarding different
726communication types with respect to his experience with CMC as a student, as a teacher,
727and as a researcher. Without advancing the cognitive level of the discussion, Ken merely
728articulated his thoughts (Phase 1). A student replied to Ken’s note and agreed with his
729perspectives. On the thirteenth note, Judith joined the discussion.
730Judith directly replied to Ken’s note and enacted her teacher identity. She further continued
731Ken’s ideas and articulated that she works to provide a multitude of resources and opportu-
732nities for her students to succeed in a way that works for them (Phase 1). In the same note,
733Judith also reacted to one of the articles in the assigned readings; in particular, she disagreed
734with a claim that Asian students underachieve in online learning courses compared to their
735Western counterparts:

736737… But I completely disagree with [the authors] in [reading 1]. I am not buying their
738claims. Instead, I suggest looking at the murky area of “control’ (for lack of a better
739word) that results in the shift from a traditional learning environment to an online
740learning environment. … In courses I teach, I attempt to employ constructivist tech-
741niques to motivate and empower students. This is the reason why I disagree when
742[reading 1] says Asian students are not participating because it is against their culture.
743Why? Because, one of the requirements of the course is a blog (with a topic of their own
744choosing) and students are grouped into smaller blogging communities (based on similar
745topics) to comment and interact on each other’s blogs. And I am very confident that all
746of my students are participating. They are not shy at all. … They are as comfortable as
747anyone can be. Many students write about issues related to themselves, but do not
748necessarily always conform to academic conventions. But this doesn’t mean that they
749are not participating or it is against their culture! And they are NOT underachievers.
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750751I feel like I am repeating myself for the millionth time but [reading 1] is a good example
752of how people look at certain cultures. But, I don’t think it is a question of culture,
753whether one is from Korea or Canada. The question is not who is shy and who isn’t. I
754think the real question is, in a constructivist online learning environment, how does one
755negotiate what is proper (in keeping with principles of academic discourse) in a highly
756diverse audience without interfering with principles of constructivism (democratic,
757student-centred, autonomy, etc.)? Sorry this is poorly worded as I am struggling with
758how to express this question. … However, my point is that in an environment where
759people feel safe and comfortable, they participate equally and succeed equally. Period.
760

761Enacting two different identifications simultaneously, Judith, as a teacher and as an activist,
762extensively articulated her disagreement with the weekly readings. She suggested that whether
763her students are or are not shy, they have no problem engaging with each other when they feel
764safe and comfortable; thus, anyone can be successful if they are somehow given enough
765opportunity to participate. While Judith simply shared her opinion (Phase 1), her note
766provoked a discussion about culture and participation.
767Ken responded to Judith and suggested that certain concepts should be further clarified. He
768proposed that Judith’s criticism may not be entirely true as she argued. Seeking for a
769clarification of disagreement and trying to identify areas of disagreement (Phase 2), Ken
770explained his understanding based on his teaching experience in South Asia:

771772Judith, I think [there is] nothing wrong with that claim. It is certainly true that most of
773my students were hesitant to participate. But this has something to do with who is
774present in that particular conversation. They were not comfortable talking to me or other
775Western teachers. So I agree with that claim in a sense. It doesn’t mean that they are less
776clever but it doesn’t change the fact that they participate less compared to others. So,
777what do we do?
778

779Ken continued articulating his perspectives by answering his own rhetorical question. He
780enacted his teacher and ethnic identity to further materialise his counterargument and explore
781the dissonance:

782783I see where you are coming from because I taught in many Asian countries, including
784Korea among many others. I also understand why you are angry but there is a limit to
785what you can say if you have a predefined political agenda. …
786787The political aspects of constructivism are surely very interesting. In a nutshell, the
788political angle is essentially worried with, who is influencing, mediating and controlling
789this process if knowledge is socially constructed. You are absolutely right there. But the
790online environment is where this kind of communication becomes less an issue because
791students are writing to an audience of their peers, so they become more empowered – if I
792may use your own words. And if they are participating less, and this is what [reading 1]
793shows us, what is wrong with that claim? Others can correct me if I am wrong but,
794Judith, I feel that you are slightly missing what [the authors] meant. … You should not
795disregard what context means. What do you all think?
796

797Because Ken is familiar with the context in which Judith is currently teaching, he was able
798to not only question the merits of Judith’s criticism but also look for areas of agreement
799between their perspectives (Phase 3). For example, Ken acknowledged Judith’s position that
800the social construction of knowledge is subject to political agendas; yet, he also indicated that
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801what context is open to debate as a point of reconciliation. Using the concept of context to
802negotiate the dissonance sparked a series of notes exploring Judith’s and Ken’s conflicting
803perspectives.
804Chun-Li answered Ken’s call and joined the discussion, enacting three different identifica-
805tions in a single note: a Chinese, a student, and a researcher. She reiterated points of agreement
806and disagreement between Judith and Ken (Phase 3). According to her, as a Chinese, it is true
807that most Asian students prefer to be silent because it is likely that they need more time to feel
808comfortable. As a researcher, Chun-Li pointed out that questioning whether Asians are
809underachievers is not as productive as why Asians may feel uncomfortable. She suggested
810that Asians may feel uncomfortable because they, perhaps, believe that they are going to be
811judged by their level of English rather than their intellect. She also thanked her peers because
812they helped her to “feel comfortable enough to join this conversation”. Then, Chun-Li
813switched gears in her note and drew ideas from one of the readings:

814815… But I actually want to point out something that [anonymous student 1] mentioned
816above. We have different “selves” as [reading 2] explains. We have different “front stage
817and back stage behaviours”. Which means that you can not understand context without
818thinking of these different front stage and back stage selves.… I remember participating
819in online forum groups where I hid behind masks and interestingly, at the end of the day,
820it is only when we held actual meetings that I felt safe. How would you explain my
821situation in that context, then? People, regardless of their cultural background, will
822develop their own context as they participate in online discussion.
823

824Chun-Li incorporated arguments from weekly readings with her own experience and
825suggested a new way of thinking about context (Phase 5). Manu used Chun-Li’s idea to
826justify her experience of participation. She enacted her ethnic identity and suggested that as a
827Caribbean-Canadian, she needs to feel safe before she can share her opinions. Referring back
828to assigned readings, and drawing from her own experience, Manu articulated that sense of
829comfort and participation should be conceptualised as a more general problem regarding
830context. Further exploring the relationship between culture and participation, Manu asserted
831(Phase 3):

832833… It is interesting because I lurk a lot more than I post. In fact, I quite enjoy reading
834others’ comments and I assimilate their ideas into my own. I digest them in a sense. It
835requires a lot of mental processing – so lurkers do a lot more than people think. But,
836besides that, the reason I lurk is that I need to feel comfortable before I share. I need to
837feel part of the community. Judith, I know you will disagree with us, but I am with Ken
838and Chun-Li in this. Believe me this has nothing to do with culture, it is just all too
839human to seek for that sense of safety. Lurking or not, people need that feeling. In my
840understanding, this is what makes up online context. …
841

842Manu shifted her identification as she continued her note. Utilising her teacher identity, she
843further suggested:

844845… That context is an interesting to think about. I would also argue that it seems that we
846have an essential identity or a personal identity and we choose to express different facets
847of our identity based on the social features of the group we are in. Social identity would
848be informed and influenced by the group. This is what different selves mean to me. I also
849agree that culture influences how individuals interact in different contexts. The
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850immigrant youth I work with largely prefer interactions with their close friends. Cana-
851dians on the other hand prefer interactions that are deeper but more social. What makes
852the context when these kids are in the same place? I mean, if we all develop our own
853context, what happens when these two groups of kids start interacting? I am not sure
854how to explain what the context is in this case.
855

856Manu synthesised Chun-Li’s idea and applied it to her experience, questioning the merits of
857her proposal (Phase 4). Manu did not seem to disagree with Chun-Li; rather, she seemed that
858she was genuinely trying to make sense of her experience as a teacher in her school.
859Ken quickly responded to Manu. He enacted his ethnic and professional identity in his
860relatively short note. After he rephrased Manu’s ideas and reinforced his position on the
861relationship between culture and participation, Ken added that in order to participate, he
862needs to feel comfortable too. Using a metaphor to further his thoughts, he continued
863(Phase 3):

864865Great points you make Manu – I agree that delving into culture makes us more confused
866but we should just keep digging more. I found this on Google and I like it a lot. It says
867the concept of culture is like an iceberg. My take on that metaphor is that differences we
868see among us is just the part above water. What unites us is much bigger but unfortu-
869nately it is not easy to see, so it is the part below water. If I dare, one thing I can tell you
870as a teacher is that focusing on similarities rather than differences would help you see
871your context much better.
872

873Ken’s use of metaphor shifted the focus of the discussion from context back to the
874relationship between culture and participation.
875It was towards the end of the discussion that Judith joined the conversation again. Enacting
876her professional and ethnic identity, she reappraised her thoughts:

877878… Yes, I see your points with the political agenda and I try to be careful about its
879limitations with bias. I am a sensitive person… and I may overreact.… I in fact have to
880react because I don’t want stereotypical comments … to affect my relation with my
881students, as a Canadian teacher teaching to Koreans. … I think the sense of comfort or
882the sense of community or the sense of safety – or the lack of it – should not be
883considered in relation to race or nationality or gender etc. since every cultural group has
884something that can make them feel unsafe. I taught in many different countries and I can
885surely tell that every cultural group value different things and worry about other things. I
886also have certain things that I worry about before I feel I can share my thoughts and
887feelings. …
888

889Judith acknowledged the counterarguments that perhaps there may be a link
890between culture and participation and that she may have misinterpreted the readings
891(Phase 3). Building on the counterarguments and drawing from her experience, she
892continued:

893894… Oh, I loved the iceberg example. Nice one Ken. In a sense, it explains why I ranted in
895the beginning. If we label people and look at the numbers, we will find different cultural
896groups do different things. But it doesn’t tell us why there are differences to begin with.
897We should see our students as equal participants and try to foster equality after they start
898their interacts[sic]. I know it doesn’t read like that but that’s what I meant in the
899beginning. It is a perfect example. 900
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901Judith applied the metaphor to her experience as a teacher and used it to summarise the
902points of agreement thus far (Phase 5). Chun-Li built on Judith’s ideas and enacted her Chinese,
903student, and teacher identifications. As a Chinese person who studied and worked in both the
904UK and Canada, she appropriated Judith’s ideas to her experience (Phase 5). Chun-Li explained
905that focusing on differences among cultural groups can be a disadvantage for her because:

906907… in a group work, like wiki-based environments … changing another’s work without
908permission is intimidating since I believed that it is like saying that you think that what
909you have to say is more important or more valid than what someone else has to say. …
910Now [I] feel more comfortable with working in wiki-based applications. Therefore it
911will be misleading if articles say Chinese people are not comfortable working with wikis
912or prefer not to participate in discussions.… I know how my students feel… so I always
913provide [them] other opportunities to work with people in order to accommodate their
914needs.
915

916Chun-Li rephrased the group agreement (Phase 5) that while cultural aspects can indicate
917certain concerns, culture by itself is not strong enough to explain patterns of participation.
918Another student replied to Chun-Li and asked her to compare her experience between the UK
919and Canada before the moderators wrapped up the discussion.
920This threaded discussion typifies the ways that individuals can utilize different identities at
921different phases of knowledge construction. For example, Ken enacted his student, teacher,
922and researcher identity for sharing information (Phase 1). Later, he enacted his teacher and
923ethnic identity for exploring dissonance (Phase 2); then, he enacted his ethnic identity for
924negotiating meaning (Phase 3). Similarly, Judith enacted her teacher identity for sharing
925information (Phase 1) and negotiating meaning (Phase 3) while she enacted her ethnic identity
926for agreeing and applying (Phase 5). Chun-Li enacted her ethnic identity for sharing informa-
927tion (Phase 1), exploring dissonance (Phase 2), and negotiating meaning (Phase 3). She also
928enacted her student and national identity for testing and modifying (Phase 4), as well as for
929agreeing and applying (Phase 5). Manu, on the contrary, enacted only her ethnic identity for
930negotiating meaning (Phase 3) and for testing and modifying (Phase 4).
931The passages above also epitomize the ways that individuals can use the same identities at
932different phases of knowledge construction. For example, while Ken enacted his student
933identity for sharing information (Phase 1), Chun-Li enacted her student identity for agreeing
934and applying (Phase 5). Similarly, while Ken enacted his ethnic identity for exploring
935dissonance (Phase 2), others enacted their ethnic identity for negotiating meanings (Phase
9363), testing and modifying (Phase 4), and agreeing and applying (Phase 5).

937Case 3: different identifications, same meanings

938This week, week 10, the class discussed the impact of social and cultural issues in online
939and distance learning settings. The student-moderators began by summarizing the main
940arguments put forward in weekly readings and asked how cultural perspectives and differences
941resonate with their professional experience. This rather generic question broadened the focus
942of discussion and yielded the highest number of threads across weekly discussions. The
943discussion spread over seven threads; however, the number of notes within each thread was
944relatively small, perhaps due to the relatively high number of threads. Only in two threads were
945instances of knowledge construction identified. All 14 students were active this week and they
946all engaged in all threads.
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947The focus of discussion in the thread being analysed here is on the diversity of learning
948contexts. It is the second most populated thread for the week with 24 notes; however,
949according to the automated log data, the thread has the highest word count and time-spent-
950online, suggesting that students paid most of their attention to this discussion.
951Three students articulated their perspectives (Phase 1) before Judith joined the discussion.
952The third note is worth quoting at large as it sparked an exchange of ideas around the issue of
953cultural diversity. Enacting her professional identity, a student wrote:

954955… I read [the weekly reading] differently. Here is why. I have worked with students
956from different cultures, students who are first generation Canadians whose parents have
957migrated here; students whose parents are asylum seekers; students with a range of
958learning difficulties. I am convinced that teachers and educators have negative assump-
959tions about these students – as if they know what’s needed for them. I am not sure if
960diversity can ever lend itself to equality in classrooms because teachers don’t know what
961they are dealing with. Do you think students expect that teachers will understand their
962cultural differences and requirements?
963

964The rhetorical question at the end of this note became a focal point from which others
965departed by articulating their perspectives and experiences. Judith was the first to react; she
966acknowledged that teachers’ beliefs about cultural differences are important:

967968I agree, [anonymous student 1], that teachers have assumptions about students.… In my
969experience, it is very difficult to change other teachers’ beliefs about cultural differences.
970It is because the term ‘cultural diversity’ is often misused (especially by stakeholders) –
971as though it is more important that teachers, educators, school principals, the director of
972education, etc. say that they have well thought out “cultural diversity” … than they
973actually understand it. … This is the reason why teachers have misconceptions about
974their students’ cultural needs. In my experience, teachers are just worried about ticking
975the boxes off in official reports when it comes to cultural diversity.
976

977Similar to the student in the previous note, Judith enacted her professional identity.
978However, while she agreed with the issues identified in the previous note, she also provided
979an alternative perspective (Phase 1). As a teacher, Judith believed that cultural diversity means
980more than addressing teachers’ negative assumptions. As she continued articulating her
981understanding, Judith started enacting her maternal identity, explaining that an authentic
982learning context requires active dialogue between parents and teachers:

983984… I think that it is not only the responsibility of the teacher but also the parent to help
985establish an equal learning environment for all students. As stated in previous posts by
986others and you, as parents we want to make sure nobody is being left out, we want to
987make sure we are being inclusive and doing our best to help teachers to better
988accommodate our kids’ needs. How does a teacher provide authenticity just by herself?
989How does a parent expect teachers to do everything?
990

991Enacting both her professional and maternal identity, Judith identified a source of disagree-
992ment based on her experience (Phase 2). It is through this type of identification that she was
993able to provide a counterargument; that is, the tension between diversity and equality is not
994only about teachers’ attitudes but also requires parents’ active involvement. Even though
995Judith’s maternal identity was not salient in her previous notes, being a mother was one of the
996identity traits to shape the learning experience in this particular group discussion.
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997Manu responded to this message, also enacting her maternal identity along with her teacher
998identity. She built on Judith’s perspective by further elaborating her experience:

9991000I totally agree with you both – though you have different points on teachers. I appreciate
1001the usefulness of taxonomies in general, but think human nature is too messy to be
1002classified. … [F]or managers and principles inclusivity is about numbers, but teachers
1003have nothing to do with that. Diversity is not about numbers … As a teacher, when I
1004think of diversity what comes to my mind is students who not only have different
1005learning needs but also [students] who come from diverse social backgrounds. Learning
1006diversity encompasses diverse learners with different academic needs, such as students
1007with disabilities and English language learners – such as my kids. But then, I see a big
1008mismatch between the articles and my kids’ schooling. I wonder if the authors of these
1009articles have any kids or ever taught at schools. Judith is right in a way, how can a
1010teacher do it all?
1011

1012Manu acknowledged both sides’ perspectives on diversity and the capacity of teachers to
1013recognize and appreciate diversity in the classroom. By so doing, she attempted to clarify
1014differences between Judith and Anonymous Student 1, and tried to link the points of
1015disagreement between the two (Phase 3). She then incorporated her understanding of diversity
1016based on her experience as a teacher and a mother. Manu continued:

10171018Maybe a different approach would be to clarify to what extent learning differs by calling
1019it culture. Although we can call on a number of stock words – nationality, race, gender,
1020ethnic group, social-class, sexual orientation, etc., etc., etc. – how they impact on
1021learning is not straightforward. One thing is for certain; students differ in one way or
1022another, but is it enough to make claims on learning? Whether it be race, class, gender or
1023language this thing we know as culture helps give students identity. That’s all. Let’s
1024agree on that.
1025

1026Tackling the relationship between culture and learning, Manu suggested a new lens for
1027understanding the disagreement and started to develop her own hypothesis in order to unite
1028strands of consensus (Phase 4). Then, she continued:

10291030But [the weekly readings] argue that it has an impact on performance, learning styles and
1031learning rates, learning experience and expectations, attitudes and achievements. Isn’t it
1032downright wrong? How could you categorize people so easily based on the ideals of
1033culture? This is an open-ended question for you all; can you simply categorize people in
1034your daily life just like that? Let me tell you; [the weekly readings] assume culture [to
1035be] monolithic. Like the principles and managers you mentioned above, and the ones
1036that I’ve been working with so far, I believe [the authors] try to ensure they ‘deal with’
1037the diversity. They just idealize it; it is far from real-life situations. Simple is that…
1038

1039Manu tested her own hypothesis by providing rhetorical answers to her own questions
1040based on her experience as a teacher (Phase 4). She suggested that the weekly readings,
1041perhaps, offer an idealized understanding of diversity and thus do not reflect real-life
1042situations.
1043Two other students replied and agreed with Manu, enacting their professional identi-
1044ties. Ken was the third replying back to Manu. He enacted his ethnic and professional
1045identity, and picked up on Manu’s new proposal of the lack of congruence between
1046idealizations and real-life situations in learning and teaching. He agreed with
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1047Anonymous Student 1, Judith, and Manu, and tried to reconcile differences among them
1048by suggesting that as a teacher, he believes readings are “just idealized scenarios” and
1049that there are “unavoidable power tensions between cultural groups” (Phase 3). Ken
1050continued enacting his professional identity:

10511052I’d agree, culture is difficult to quantify, in addition, students differ so much within their
1053respective cultures so it is not unified. The whole aspect of the impact of culture on
1054teaching and learning, how we accept, accommodate and celebrate student diversity is a
1055fascinating element of our day-to-day job as teachers. This is what we all agree so far.
1056

1057Ken’s cohesive view of disparate ideas led others to build on agreed facts, transitioning
1058from debating to knowledge construction. Chun-Li was the second one to reply. She enacted
1059her ethnic identity and further discussed “the idealized scenarios” by providing examples from
1060her learning experience:

10611062I did my MA in UK and I felt more Chinese then[sic] ever.… But it doesn’t mean that I
1063was quiet or shy. Idealized scenarios? Yes! But then you are also right Ken that all of my
1064teachers, lecturers, instructors, professors – what ever you call them – accommodated
1065differences. But how do they accommodate? I think we have to understand what we
1066mean by difference. Difference or diversity is not about where we were born or what
1067kind of skin color we have. Diversity or difference is not about geographical location.
1068Where I was born, where I studied, and where I am right now are completely different
1069locations. So, where do I fall into?
1070

1071Chun-Li built on Ken’s summary and exemplified the current understanding based on her
1072experience, testing the proposed synthesis (Phase 4). She continued:

10731074… again, how do teachers accommodate these differences? Maybe [reading 1] offers an
1075answer for dealing with different cultural groups: an ‘inclusive’ approach, which not
1076only incorporates cultural perspectives from minority groups but also challenges the
1077dominant model. I think this explains what I faced when I was in UK. I found that the
1078lecturers were good at allowing individuals to express themselves. In my experience this
1079allowed inclusivity because cultural practices are often shaped by individuals and their
1080own dynamic. I look forward to future discussion.
1081

1082Chun-Li was able to draw from Ken’s summary, and bring together her experience and the
1083readings to construct knowledge (Phase 5). According to Chun-Li, “if diversity is thought of as
1084a matter of individuality, then the issue of the inclusion or exclusion can be better understood”
1085(Phase 3). Ken enacted his student identity in his response and noted the importance of a
1086learning community:

10871088As classmates we want to make sure nobody is being left out from the discussion, we
1089want to make sure we are being inclusive in all our discussions and activities and doing
1090our best. Therefore effort also needs to be made on the students part, on our part.
1091Perhaps, we can consider trying what [reading 1] suggests and help each other, espe-
1092cially those who are excluded. In sum, I think the key is being aware of any exclusive-
1093ness and making the effort to establish a community.
1094

1095This particular note from Ken received great attention from his peers (indeed, this is the
1096most replied-to note throughout the course according to the automated-log data) and consti-
1097tuted a point of agreement for the whole class (Phase 5).
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1098Summarizing the weekly discussion and affirming Ken, Manu synthesized that “educators
1099should teach their students ways to foster diversity in all its forms (ethnic, sexual, gender,
1100learning styles, etc.) and create a sense of community to create inclusive educational contexts”
1101(Phase 5). Judith built on this and summarized that “most of us have the best of intentions as
1102teachers and parents, but as all of you put it so well, life… happens!”.

1103Discussion

1104This research examined the role of identification in knowledge construction when individuals
1105engage in group work in online learning environments. The three cases represent three
1106different and unique ways that identities play a role in collaboration and knowledge construc-
1107tion. In the first case, individuals utilized different identifications to make situated meanings in
1108their interpretations of the weekly readings. Furthermore, when individuals enacted certain
1109identifications, their peers accepted them as such and engaged with them accordingly. In the
1110second case, individuals enacted multiple identifications at once. In the third case, individuals
1111had similar perspectives and agreed with each other’s conceptualizations while enacting
1112different identifications.
1113Taken together, these three cases provide an initial understanding for the role that identi-
1114fications play in group work or collaborative learning activities. The results show that
1115individuals bring various identities into the online discourse and utilize their different identi-
1116fications under different circumstances for different reasons. For example, what it means to be
1117“a teacher” or what it means to be “Asian” or “Canadian” have different meanings for different
1118individuals under different circumstances and thus have different consequences for different
1119individuals. This should be considered in relation to the work described in Ligorio et al.
1120(2013), where the relationship between different identity trajectories and knowledge construc-
1121tion remained in question. The present research offers that individuals’ unique identity
1122trajectories determine the nature of the discourse and shape the process of knowledge
1123construction. The three cases also show that individuals do not experience online learning
1124through just one identification category. Instead, these classmates flexibly and simultaneously
1125used multiple identifications to collaborate and learn. It would be misleading to collapse these
1126multiple, distinct identifications into single constructs.
1127The three cases also provide an initial understanding of the role that identification plays in
1128the process of knowledge construction. Currently, CSCL research suggests that knowledge
1129construction begins with basic interactions that facilitate the sharing of individuals’ experi-
1130ences (Gunawardena et al. 1997; Ke et al. 2011; Wise and Chiu 2011). The present research
1131further demonstrates that once the foundation for common ground is established, meaningful
1132dialogue and collective reflection can take place. Through the process of negotiation, individ-
1133uals provide detailed analysis or criticism, drawing from their experiences to construct new
1134knowledge. When new knowledge is constructed, individuals develop more nuanced under-
1135standings and perspectives. The results reaffirm that “learning through discussions can be
1136conceptualized as developing, challenging, and re-conceptualizing ideas” (Arvaja 2012, p. 99).
1137When the role of identification in knowledge construction is considered, the results show
1138that identifications are manifested at every phase of knowledge construction. There seems to
1139be no pattern to the ways that identifications are expressed across the phases of knowledge
1140construction. Yet, identifications play a unique role in each phase. While identifications can
1141provide basic information about an individual in Phase 1, they can provide more detailed
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1142information about individuals and their perceptions in Phase 2. In Phase 3, individuals rely on
1143their identifications to challenge current perspectives offered by their peers or by weekly
1144readings. Individuals then analyze the learning material or the subject matter in relation to their
1145identifications in Phase 4, and explain what they learned from that particular discussion in
1146relation to their experiences in Phase 5. In other words, individuals use their identifications to
1147articulate their prior thoughts in the early stages of knowledge construction. Then, they use
1148their experiences to further develop or challenge the existing perspectives in the middle stages
1149of knowledge construction. Finally, in the final stages, they find common ground and
1150reconsider their thoughts and further explain what they learned in relation to their identities.
1151This can shed some light on the questions raised by the study defined in Ke et al. (2011), where
1152the relationship between identities and knowledge construction is examined quantitative-
1153ly. The present work suggests a qualitative explanation to such a relationship identified
1154in Ke et al.’s work.
1155This research corroborates the existing literature of sociocultural learning theories. If
1156learning is an aspect of practice-based identity (Lave and Wenger 1991; Nasir and Cooks
11572009), the results show that individuals have different learning experiences despite engaging in
1158the same group discussion. Identification, according to this perspective, mediates between the
1159social and cognitive aspects of learning in a community:

11601161identities allow a way to understand the intrapersonal dimensions of learning and to
1162capture the ways that learning settings can support or fail to support not just the
1163acquisition of skills and knowledge but also a deep sense of connection with partici-
1164pants. … [P]articipation in learning settings extends beyond learning … to the very
1165definition of who one is and who one is in the process of becoming through participa-
1166tion. ( Q5Nasir & Hand, 2008, p. 176)
1167

1168Findings of this research confirms this perspective by demonstrating that individuals utilize
1169different identifications to make situated meanings and that these meanings relate to knowl-
1170edge construction in online group discussion. Put differently, if learning is simultaneously a
1171personal and social process (Cole 1996; Holland et al. 1998), this research shows that cultural
1172practices determine the social fabric for collaboration, where one identifies himself or herself
1173in relation to others.
1174Overall, the findings of this research suggest a further explanation to the intertwining
1175relationships among cultural practices, identification, knowledge, and collaboration. For
1176learning scientists and the CSCL community, the concept of idea diversity is essential for
1177knowledge construction and group work (Scardamalia 2002; van Aalst 2006; Zhang et al.
11782009). The simplest explanation is that “by attempting to consolidate a range of ideas on a
1179topic, [students] can improve their understanding” (van Aalst 2006, p. 282). However, by and
1180large, CSCL researchers studied ways to promote idea diversity through increasing the
1181capacity of online discussion forums due to the lack of social support and cognitive scaffolding
1182inherent in these environments. This work suggest that attempts to support idea diversity can
1183go beyond the affordance of technological medium and that identification can be utilized to
1184support idea diversity when students collaborate. If knowledge is socially constructed (Pea
11851993; Stahl 2006) and if understanding an idea requires understanding the ideas that surround
1186it (Scardamalia 2002), the present work demonstrates that identification can help group
1187members with understanding their peers and creating coherence among them. Put differently,
1188this work indicates that identification plays a significant role in every step of knowledge
1189construction: it is largely through identities that one can understand others’ ideas and that
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1190communal knowledge evolves into a new and refined form. Furthermore, when other knowl-
1191edge building principles are considered, identification can also be associated with epistemic
1192agency. The concept of epistemic agency refers to “the level of complexity at which a student
1193chooses to approach an issue” (Zhang et al. 2009, p. 24). It is essential for negotiating ideas
1194among group members during collaboration (Scardamalia 2002). The findings show that
1195identification can help with supporting the epistemic agency by adding a layer of complexity
1196to the group discussion, particularly when students are able to draw from and build onto their
1197own experiences. Increasing the intellectual complexity of the discussion while keeping the
1198topic personal helped students with achieving a new syntheses. Surely, more work is needed to
1199make stronger and conclusive claims regarding the role of identification supporting the
1200epistemic agency; nevertheless, the findings of this research indicate that identification
1201mediates the negotiations between personal ideas and ideas of others at a higher level of
1202complexity.

1203Conclusion

1204This research is built upon the idea that learning is simultaneously a personal and social
1205process that requires active participation within learning communities. One approach to
1206understanding what mediates between personal cognition and social activity is to explore the
1207role of identifications in a given context (Cole 1996; Holland et al. 1998) since they provide
1208opportunities for individuals to make situated meanings by incorporating aspects of themselves
1209into the learning practice (Wenger 1998). This research follows such perspectives and analyses
1210the role that identifications play in group discussions. The results demonstrate that identifica-
1211tions support dialogic and reflective interaction. Far from tangential to the group discussions,
1212identifications are a central part of collaborative meaning making and knowledge-construction.
1213This research examined the role of identification in knowledge construction when
1214individuals engage in group work, and the findings provide a further explanation to the
1215intertwining relationships among cultural practices, identification, knowledge, and col-
1216laboration. Learning scientists and CSCL researchers have long argued that learning is a
1217dialogic process of collective thinking (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994; Stahl 2006).
1218Currently, the CSCL community contends that identifications can help support the
1219dialogic nature of online discussions and thus build a greater sociology of learning (Ke
1220et al. 2011; Ligorio et al. 2013). Using individuals’ own experiences as a source of
1221learning “can support student agency… by giving opportunities to make personal sense
1222through personal lives” (Arvaja 2012, p. 86). While the present research affirms the
1223current perspectives, it further explains in detail how identifications play a role in each
1224and every stage of collaborative knowledge construction.
1225If identification plays a significant role in every step of knowledge construction, designing
1226online environments to support identity play can be critical for collaborative learning. As I
1227have argued elsewhere, meanings in these environments can be quite explicitly tied to the
1228context; therefore, lack of personalization could lead to a lack of understanding, and thus lead
1229to disengagement from the learning community (Oztok et al. 2015). It would be imperative to
1230encourage students to benefit from their personal and professional experience as much as
1231possible. This would be particularly useful in environments using asynchronous
1232threaded discussions due to the lack of social support and cognitive scaffolding
1233inherent in these environments.
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1234The findings should be considered in relation to the limitations of the study. First, while this
1235study provides important guidance toward understanding the role of identification in the
1236process of knowledge construction, this is the initial investigation where much follow-up
1237inquiry is needed. For example, further courses and larger numbers of students could corrob-
1238orate these findings; interview data could be used for more targeted investigations of possible
1239links between identifications and knowledge. Second, identifications in this study are not
1240analyzed in relation to the concept of power. Examining identifications with respect to power
1241can provide insights into the otherwise hidden constraints of group work or community-
1242building. Furthermore, in this study, identifications are stripped from their social, political, and
1243historical meanings, largely because the aim of the research was not to explore the hidden
1244curriculum of collaborative learning practices. Research with a more critical agenda should
1245consider such meanings in its analysis.
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